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Who are we?
An innovation cluster
dedicated to the French
textile industry
with a network of over
250 members.
We stimulate
competitiveness through
collaborative innovation
and services to support
the market development.
Alec Billon-Blouin
dev@techtera.org

With the support of

Lucie Lagarrigue
llagarrigue@techtera.org
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Héraud Rubans
Expertise
Héraud Rubans was one of the first to design magnetic
tiebacks on the French market. This range of products
include several kinds of materials such as wood, metal,
textile, leather or even polyester resin.
Magnetic tiebacks are probably the most genius
invention of the last decades : easy to use, no drilling’s
necessary, they will seduce you by their efficiency. Its
collection is probably the largest on the market. Héraud
Rubans is well-known for its quality and mostly for the
strength of the magnets used.
Every season, it develops new models and keeps
on searching for new designs that are bringing the
traditional trimmings forward, based on the indoor
decoration trends.
Héraud Rubans has its own manufacturing workshop,
where all specific and customized projects can be
achieved whenever it is for contract or collectivities.
Activity Area
— Innovative textile
— Decorative accessories
— Tailoring Industry
— Curtain tapes

CO N TA C T
Nicolas Arcis
dce@rubans-heraud.com
+33 (0)4 71 61 75 04
www.rubans-heraud.fr

Héraud Rubans is a French family company
located on the East side of the Haute-Loire country,
close to Saint-Etienne.
For more than 50 years, Héraud Rubans weaves
ribbons and tapes for the tailoring industry and
curtain tapes 100 % Made in France.
The company produces more than 15,000,000 meters
per year in different kind of tapes.
Halfway between tradition and modernity, this
family-owned structure has been able to adapt to
market development to offer a wide range of tapes
and articles for curtains with innovative textile and
decorative accessories.

On this booth
* WINDOW DECORATION WORLD
Tiebacks, magnets and cords in different materials:
Textile / Metal / Wood
* CREATIVE LEISURE / LUGGAGE / DECORATION WORLD
Straps in various colours
Trimmings : Twisted cord / Piping / Cushion fringe /
Serpentine braid

* CURTAIN MAKING WORLD

Embossers / Reinforcements

Satab
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For several years, Satab has been developing an
eco-responsible range. Each of the materials used
in this range is certified in the most demanding
standard of its type: GOTS cotton and silk, Recycled
Polyester / GRS, Tencel FSC, Masters Of Linen.
The DNA of the Respect Line range requires a
fair use of internal resources. In order to avoid
overstocking, this range is only available in
ready-to-dye colours, black and white in a single
package. The other colours are produced on
demand using a less energy-consuming process.

Proneem

RELAX, how does it works?
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RESPECT LINE
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To solve this problem, Proneem offers
the natural wellness solution RELAX CBD
ORIGINAL. Thanks to the mixture of hemp
oil and Cannabidiol extract, the RELAX CBD
ORIGINAL fragrance envelops you in well-being.

RESPIRE, how does it works?

Thanks to concentrated Menthol and Eucalyptus
essential oils, RESPIRE diffuses effective active
ingredients to relieve the ENT tract and decongest.
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Patented process that consists in a rotative
and continuous thermo-compression of a multilayers subtract by transferring the pattern of
a cylinder to create three-dimensional effect.
Used in Automotive, Upholstery, Garments, Wall-coverings…
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Molding technology

Montdor

				

Sneezing, coughs and colds make life unpleasant and
disturb the nights. Lack of sleep accumulates and
damages general health. RESPIRE is the natural solution
that helps to clear the airways and to breathe better.
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Difficulties falling asleep, waking up at
night, restless nights... millions of people
complain of sleep disorders. This has major
repercussions on daily life and health.

